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ABSTRACT
Mesoscale Atmospheric Circulation and
Djffusion Characteristics
by
Ronan I. Ellis, Master of Science
Utah Stat e University, 1973
Major Professor: Dr. Gene L. \olooldridge
Department: Soil Science and Biometeorology
Constant volume superpressure pillow balloons were flown over a
mountain valley downwind from a sharp ridge line.

Balloon trajectories

r evea led and atmospheric soundings confirmed a persistent turbulently
mix ed adiabatic layer over the valley at approximately ridge top height
except in the immediate lee of the ridge where strong vertic al motions
were observed.

Temporary stationarity of the relative mesoscale turbu-

lence was found to exist on a time scale exceeding 4 hours.

Power

spe c trum a nalysis of component relative velocities showed greater
variance in lower wave numbers and anisotropy in mesoscale turbulence.
Eddy diffusivity coefficients for turbulence above the ridge height were
7
K = lx10 , K
X
y

2
6
6
1
Sxl0 , K = 1x10 (cm sec- ).
Z

Below the ridge line Kz

2
1
was nea rly co nstant at 2x10 5 cm /sec- .

K was found to vary exponen-

tially with R, a balloon-ridge ratio; Kz

«

2

exp (3R).
(92 pages)

INTRODUCTION
The atmospheric mesoscale constitutes the vital bridge between
planetary processes and small-scale diffusion and energy dissipation
processes.

Furthermore, understanding the role of mesoscale dynamics

in the energy budget including kinetic energy of vertical motions and
energy transfer and dissipation processes is required for numerical
models of the atmosphere to accomplish medium and long range forecasting.

Mesoscale motions must also be understood to predict the

transport of atmospheric admixtures such as radioactive contaminants or
industrial effluents (Reiter, 1969a).
Mesoscale wind patterns are quite complex and little known .

These

winds are strongly influenced by surface characteristics such as hills,
mountains, and cities.

While some mesoscale wind patterns are under-

stood qualitatively (sea breezes and mountain valley effects) they are
not known quantitatively, and much needs to be done in this area
(Panofsky, 1969).
An understanding of long range transport and large scale distribution of air pollutants requires a correct representation of the development of the vertical spread of air pollutants through the full depth
of the atmospheric boundary layer (Pasquill, 1971).

The main obstacle

to significant progress in the calculation of atmospheric dispersion is
the proper specification of the diffusivity profile in relation to
meteorological conditions.
Mesoscale information on the diffusion of artificial ice nuclei in
cloud seeding and vertical motions of the atmosphere transversing

2

mountains comprises an important factor in s uccessful weather modification (Chappell, et al. , 1972) .

3

OBJECTIVES

The overall f\Oal of this st ud y was to exRmi ne mes oscale ci r c ul at i on
<.: h nract~r j stics

ove r irrcgu l :1 r t e rrnln.

Thi s wns accomplis hed by

observ ing a ir flow over n muunta.lnous ridge a nd valley using co nst ;mL

volume supe rpressure balloons t o simulate air parcel trajectories .

These trajectories describe t e rrain- caused perturbations in the flow ,
such as wave stru ct ure.

Analysis of the component velocities relative

to the mean air motion , in Lagrangian form, yields information on the
scale of turbulent eddies, kinetic energy dissipation, and diffusion.
Specifically, this study will portray mesoscale circulations in the
vicinity of a mountainous ridge and over a mountain valley.

The scale

o f turbulent eddies contributing to the perturbation kineti c energy of
the aJr [low will be identified as will the s pac e distribution of component eddy diffusivity coeffice ints.

Terrain features and synopti c

meteo ro logical conditions will be related to the results, thereby
providing a relatively comprehensive analysis of a tmospher ic mesoscale
activity in a mountainous r egion.

This analysis provides an original

and necessary adjunct to understanding mesoscale meteorological phenomena.

4

LITERATURE REVIEW
Diffusion Theory

fu1 understanding of the use of the relative velocities obtained
from superpressure balloon flights in determining atmospheric turbulent
diffusion characteristics requires a review of classical diffusion
theory.

Priestly, HcCormick and Pasquill (1958) describe the gradient-

transfer theory of turbulent diffusion as applying to all treatments
which use the linear relationship between flux, F, across a surface
and the gradient along the normal in the direction of the flux:
F

-A

-p K a;
as

os
an

[1]

(A is the "Austausch" coefficient and K the "eddy diffusivity").

The

rationale given for the above relationship was provided by analogy with
molecular diffusion.

This line of .reasoning led to Prandtl ' s mixing

length theory which provided a useful first approximation of turbulent
processes (Hess, 1959).

While the transfer theory has no real physical

basis for its use as a description of turbulent transfer, transfer
theo r ies have pr ov i ded a mainstay for atmospheric diffusion over t h e
past forty years (Priestly, McCormich and Pasquill, 1958).

These

authors describe the most important contrib ution of the transfer theory
as the solution of the differential equation:

~

dt=dX

(K

2X)

XdX

+~
oy

(K

~) + L

yay

dZ

(K

2X)

ZdZ

(2 ]
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In allowing for differences in the eddy diffusivity along component directions, the solution goes farther than the "Fickian" diffusion (constant
K) assumption and allows for anisot r opic diffusion.
Much of the difficulty which has been seen to arise in the
transfer-theory approach to the diffusion from a continuous source
may be resolved by the purely statistical treatment introduced by
G. I. Taylor in his 1921 paper. (Pasquill, 1962, p. 86)
Taylor's analysis is explained by Pasquill as a statistical analysis of
the properties of a continuously varying quantity.
Taylor's discussion concerned the random fluctuation of particle
veloci ty; he demonstrated that the usual laws of differentiation can be
applied to mean values of fluctuating variables and their products.

The

mean squa re of a large number of particle deviations due to eddy velocity,
(u') can be determined from the time autocorrelation coefficient and
mean square eddy velocity,

(~' ).
2

the

From this, Taylor developed expres-

sions for large and small diffusion times where the time autocorrelation
coefficient approaches zero and one, respectively.
are that

~·

2

The main assumpitons

is representative of the whole field of turbulence, i.e.,

homogeneous, and that the turbulence is stationary with time.
or Fickian diffusion is not necessarily assumed.

Isotropy

Pasquill explained

that eddy diffusivities can be represented by the differential of mean
sq uare particle deviations with time, and that the time autocorrelation
coefficients can be generalized as an exponential of time and a time
constant , (£).
e

-T £

u

[3]

Bendat and Piersol (1971) describe stationarity as the property of
a random process remaining in-variant with time.

In the special case

6

where the mean value and autocorrelation function do not vary with time,
a random process is considered weakly stationary, or stationary in the
broad sense.

Verification of weak stationarity justifies an assumption

of strong stationarity.

One basic approach to establish stationarity as described by Bendat
and Piersol states that if the basic physical factors which generate the
phenomenon are time invariant, then stationarity of the resulting data
can be accepted without

further study.

Power spectral analysis can be

used to establish time invariance since it establishes the frequency
composition of the data, which in turn describes the basic characteristics
of the physical system involved,
Kao (1962) made an analysis of the Lagrangian equations of motion
for turbulent diffusion of marked particles relative to the center of
mass in a rotating system.

He assumed the turbulent motion relative to

the center of mass to be statistically homogeneous and stationary and
found that (3) held with the qualifying stipulation that the crosscorrelation coefficient equal zero.

Using that relationship, Kao (1962)

obtained constant level balloon data from Angell (1960) and Angell and
Pack (1960) and computed eddy diffusivities of the large scale flow.
Kao and Al-Gain (1968) examined the characteristics of relative
velocity correlation functions, power spectra and cross spectra by
analys ing particle clusters following streamlines.

From this study it

was concluded that a quasi-stationary process exists in the large scale
relative diffusion in the atmosphere.

This conclusion was based on the

similarity of autocorrelation functions and

power spectra.

This work

also found that the large scale turbulent dispersion was aniso tropic .

Isoberic trajec t o ries computed by Kao and Bullock (1954) and
analysis of GHOST balloon data by Woold ridge and Re iter (1970) a l so
support the similari t y and stationarity of the large scale flow .
Kao and Wend ell (1968) examined the characteristics of turbulent
dif f us i on in the atmospheric boundary layer.

This study r evealed

similarity in power spectra of relative velocity and stability of auto cor rel at ion f un ctions establishing that a quasi-stationary process also
exists in re la tive mesosca l e turbulence.

By applying Tay lor's large-

scale diffusion time rel a tionships, the authors published component eddy
diffusivities.
As r ecommended by Kao (J 968), Kao and Wendell (1968) chose to study
dispersion parameters in the along- and cross-wind direction so that

Xr (t) Yr (t) = 0,

[4]

satisfying the cross-correla tion stipulation mentioned above .
Woo ldridge and Lester (1969), flying pillow shaped superpressure
balloons to study mountain lee waves, also found a semblance of stationarity in the mesoscale flow.

Comparison of balloon tracks with com-

puted wave patterns showed that during balloon flight times the wave
conditions were unchanging; furthermore soundings and wind information
were representative of the conditions described by the balloons.

In

this report, spectral power peaks were used to identify lee waves and
periods of these spectral peaks were converted to actual wave length
estima t es through the use of av erage horizont a l wind velocities.
As a result of the Kao and Al-Gain (1968) paper on stationarity
and from results of earlier studies, it was determined that the relative
diffusion between particles released in clusters and parti cles released
serially from a fixed position give similar results (Kao, 1967).

8

Superpressure Balloons
Much of the recent work on turbulent diffusion has been accomplished
using superpressure balloons.

Constant volume superpressure balloons

have been used to describe approximate air parcel trajectories since
the early 1960's.

Angell (1960) analyzed a series of constant level

300 mb transosonde balloon flights launched over the Pacific Ocean
between 1957 and 1958.

Analysis of these flights demonstrated the use-

fulness of constant volume balloons in the study of meteorological problems.

These balloon trajectories described the Lagrangian flow and

through the use of power spectrum analysis gave estimates of component
wind oscillations, wave trajectories and dispersion.
Angell and Pack (1960), encouraged by the success of constant level
balloons approximating air parcel trajectories, investigated the
characteristics of small scale (mesoscale) air flow with specially
constructed tetrahedron shaped constant volume balloons called tetroons.
Mylar, a new material at the time, was used in construction of these

balloons because of its low permeability to helium and high tensil
strength.

Data from those early low level flights recommended the use

of constant volume balloons to describe vertical air motions, turbulence
and diffusion, and to assist in the solution of air pollution problems.
Detailed information pertaining to the performance of superpressure
balloons was presented by Booker and Cooper (1965) .

Constant volume

balloons made of Dupont mylar, for reasons stated above, will seek a
density level where the weight of air displaced equals that of the
balloon.

Superpressure balloons will only be displaced, excluding

balloon failure, from this equilibrium level by vertical air motion to

9

an extent largely governed by the r estoring and drag fo r ces of the
balloon .
nh..~ndcd

To fol l ow ve rti cal air c urrents close l y , the authors r ecom-

the uSL' n(

.J.

ballo un with a l a r ge ver.Llca l drag coe fficienl a nd

smo t l L rc:::;Lurlng force .

To <tl.'l'n mp lis h this, th ey deve1oped a pi J low

shaped mylar balloon f or their s tudy of air flow over mountainous terrain.
Res ult s of comparisons of computed simulated air parcels and pillow
balloon trajectories showed that the balloons underestimate the amplitude
of the air flow by about 15 percent and indicate maxima and minima too
far upstream .

These authors co ncluded, however, that pillow-shaped

constant volume balloons give r eliable and accurate information concerning
the movement of air.

Ii ann a and Hoecker (1971) investigated the response of constant
volume superpressure ball oons and also found better approximati on of ai r
motion using small balloons which have large drag coefficients.
Because of the frequent use of constant volume balloons, Cherry
(1971) published general perfo rmance cha racteristi cs of tetroons with a
view towards evaluating th ei r assets and limitations.

It is recognized

that superpressure balloon ascent rates were relatively slow, making it
difficult to place a balloon a t the level of interest in a reasonable
peri od of time.

After comparing the ascent rates of several systems,

Cherry concluded that the tandem system (towing the tetroon by a liftoon)
was the most suitable method.
In studying the respons e of superpressure balloons to vertical air
motions, Angell and Pack (1961) and Angel, Pack and Delver (1969) f ound
th at air parcel (Lagrangian) oscillations in the vertical within the
planetary boundary layer take place preferentially within the BruntVaisala period.

Again using tetroons, Angell, Pack and Dickson (1968)
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verified the existence of longJt udinal roll-vortices in the planetary
boundary layer; Dickson and Angell (1968) used a tetroon transponder
system to examine eddy velocities within this boundary layer.

Hoecker

and Angell (1969) determined air trajectories for a proposed site of a
11uclr:1r reActor from tetrntlll flights and in cloing so ex nmlt1cd the effect

on nir flow ca used by a chnnge from flat to hilly terrain.

They

observed that rapid rise in ground height induced an increase in air
speed below an inversion layer due to a venturi effect.
Constant volume balloons have also been used to estimate mesoscale
dispersion.

Angell (1962) showed that tetroons represent a feasible

means of estimating mesoscale atmospheric dispersion from a continuous
point source.

The measure of dispersion used was the mean square

separation , obtained from the mean Lagrangian velocity variance calculated (or short travel intervals of balloon runs.

Pack (1962) showed

that the mean square separation was proportional to the second and third
power of time.

He also observed that eddy energy dissipation r ates from

spect ral analysis of tetroon flight data were in good agreement with
research done by other investigators.

Continuous point source and

instantaneous point source dispersion were also estimated by Angell and
Pack (1965) by determining the standard deviation of sequentially and
simultaneously released tetroons.

The authors then plotted the

logarithm of these variances versus the log of distance traveled,
obtaining power of distance traveled separation figures.
More recently Angell et al ., (1972) studied three-dimensional air
trajectories in the atmospheric boundary layer of the Los Angeles basin
by means of tetroon flights.

It was felt that data from such flights

provide a unique contribution to urban air quality studies.

11
It has been shown, therefore, that superpressure constant volume

balloons do describe the Lagrangian flow reasonably well, providing
considerable information pertaining to the large-scale and mesoscale
circulation.
SrP<'L ral Analysis
Much of th e constan t volume balloon data analysis by Wooldridge,
Angell and Kao above, consisted of subjecting a time series of component
relative velocities or locations to spectral analysis.

Spectral analysis

is essentia lly the application of a type of harmonic analysis to autocorrelation or autocovariance functions (Panofsky and Brier, 1963).

The

basic theory of spectrum analysis is described by Blackman and Tukey
(1958) .
The spectrum of a time series is analogous to an optical spectrum
which shows the contribution of different wave lengths or frequencies to
the ene rgy of a light source.

The autocovariance (covariance of a value

in the time series and itself at a given time, called lag, later)
subjected to harmonic analysis and smoothing when plotted against frequency shows in its peaks where most of the energy or variance of a given
eddy velocity component is produced (Panofsky and Brier, 1963).
In the statistical sense, Muller (1968) describes the harmonics of
the autocovariance function as a partitioning of the entire power
(variance)of the time series among classes of frequencies (treatments).

12

HETHOD OF PROCEDURE
Operation
Air flow characteristics were meas ured by observing pillow-shaped
constant volume supe rpressure balloons trajectories in the vicinity of the
Wellsville mountain range in Cache Valley, using a dual theodolite system.
Balloons were ballasted to fly at predetermined pressure altitude essentially by the method described by Booker and Cooper (1965).

Nomographs

supplied by the balloon manufacturer, Metrodata Systems Inc., Norman,
Oklahoma, were used to compute the ballast.
completely filled at

o•

C was 0.3m

given by the manufacture.

3

The volume of the balloon

and the weight of each balloon was

Using the nomograph, the balloon volume was

adjusted according to the ambient air temperature at flight altitude and
based on this equivalent volume, a gross lift for flight altitude was
determined.

The difference between gross lift and weight of neutral buoy-

ancy at launch site less 25 grams was removed and the balloon was ballasted for flight.

The 25 grams constitutes the superpressure which

assures that the balloon achieved full inflation prior to attaining
flight altitude and that it maintains a constant volume during any
displacements which might occur in flight.
To assist the pillow balloons in reaching flight altitude rapidly,
a tandem lift system similar to that described by Wooldridge and Lester
(1969) was used.

A 100 gram pilot balloon was used as a tow balloon

which carried the superpressure balloon aloft at an approximate ascent
rate of

~3

m/sec .

This tandem system accomplished the average 1 km rise

13

r o equilibr i um he i ght in abouL 5 minut es as opp osed t o the 20 minutes
expc ric nc0d durin g pre limin11ry tests when sup e rpressure ba lloon s were
lmm c h ~ d

alone.

This s low ri sP rare of superpressure balloons i s

supported by dat a presented by Cherry (1971).

Separation of the pillow

balloon was accomplished by usjng a combination of pre-timed slowburning and fast-burnin g fuses.

The use of the tandem system avoids a

slow ascending trend from the data and therefore eliminates the need for
detre nding the data.

Also flight information is maximized, since the

balloon arrives at the level of interest with minimum delay.
Position Computation
Balloons were flown sequentially and observed using dual theodolites,
instrument readings of azimuth nnd vertjcal angle were taken every 20
seconds.

Pnirs of sequentiall y-released balloons were flown at sev0rol

different altitude ·levels.

Balloons were released from various locations

in the valley, and balloon positions were located using the scheme in
Fi gure 1.

Absolute values were used in the determination to make the

azimuth angle at station A the sign-determining angle.

Cartesian

coordinate locations were computed relative to station A with the
abscissa perpendicular to the base line and the ordinate along the base
line, which was generally oriented North-South.

The length of the base

line must be sufficiently long since the vertex angle (angle C) of the
triangulation must remain reasonably large to prevent small instrument
reading fluctuations from causing large position errors.
This procedure for locating balloon positions has two disadvantages.
First the height, Z component, computation measures the distance above the
tangent plane thru sta t ion A rather than the actual height of the balloon.

14
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Balloon location triangulation scheme.
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Second , computations tend to "blow up 11 when the balloon pas ses over the

base llne.

To solve t he fi r st problem , an adjusted heigh t was comp ut ed

by comp e ns at ing for the curvature of the earth.
vided

R

co rrection of

~3 0m

consi de red significant.

This computation pro-

in 20 km (.1 per cent er r or) which was not

The second problem normally resulted in th e loss

of about 2 data points as the balloon approached and transversed the base
line; these points were smoothed from the overall plot as were any other
single missing points to provide a continuous time series.
One o th e r computation was performed on the raw data which yielded
locations relative to the direction of the balloon flight r athe r th an
the base line.

This was done by rotating the base line to coincide with

the orientation of the me an downwind trajectory .

The new configuration

has components along the wind and cross wind, normal to the direction of
mo tion.

The s tandard rotation-of-axis equation was used .

Such an

orientation also satisfied Kao ' s (196 2) requirement that the crosscorrelation of the along and cross wind components be zero.

Meteorological Information
The synopti c meteorologica l condition concurrent to balloon flight
event days was examined and re co rded.

Surface , 700mb and 500 mb,

analyses were used in po r traying the weather situation for each event
day.

Additionally, rawinsonde data from either Salt Lake City, Utah or

Cache Valley itself was obtained .

Thermodynami c plots of th ese soundings

indicated lapse rate and stable layers of the atmosphere which were then
used to help explain some fe a tures of the balloon trajectories.
Richardson's numbers were calculated for selected levels through the
vertical depth traversed by the balloons to describe the flow and to
compare atmospheric characteristics be tween event days .

16

[5]

The Richardson number is a non-dimensional estimator of turbulence; a

function of stability and shearing.

The numerator (g/ 8)

(~~)

measure of the stability of the atmosphere and the denominator

is a

[<~~) 2)

is a measure of the destabilizing effect of wind shear, (Hines, 1971).
It is generally accepted that Ri 5 0.25 indicates turbulence.

Hines

reached the conclusion that this criteria is generally too stringen t
as a necessary condition for the generation of turbulence.

For this

study the horizontal wind, U in [5] was obtained from pilot balloon
trajectories .

Pilot balloons we re flown from the launch site at the

onset and conclusion of each event day.

Analysis Technique
As stated earlier, Taylor's statistical approach to turbulent
diffusion assumes stationarity.

In order to get a first approximation

of the stationarity of the atmosphere during two sequentially released
balloons, trajectories were plotted in the downwind-vertical plane.
Sequential runs that exhibited stationarity were then subjected to center
of mass and relative velocity computations, yielding component velocities
relative to the motion of the center of mass (perturbation or eddy
velocities).

The component relative velocities were then subjected to

spectral analysis by the standard Blackman and Tukey (1958) technique.
In spectral analysis, the total variance of the time series, u(t), is
partitioned into power spectra or variance by frequency, by subjecting
the autocovariance function to a Fourier series harmonic analysis.
autocovariance function of the time series for lag, T, is

The

17

[6)

cov (T)

wlwrP cov (0) r epresents th e total variance of the time series, ;:;•

2

Power spectra are related to autocovariance by the one-sided cosine
transform

P(f)

2 r:cov{T) cos

2~f T dT

[ 7]

The normalized autocorrelation function is related to autocovariance
by
cov(T)/ ;:;•

2

(8]

A more detailed explanation of spec tral analysis can be found in
Appendix A.
Diffusivity Calculation
Diffusion , measured by eddy diffusivity coefficients, Kx' Ky, K2 ,
can be related to relative velocities by the analysis presented by G.I.
Taylor and explained in Pasquill (1962).
If X is the deviation of a particle due to eddy velocity u'

'

after

time, t, then
2
d-x
dt

=

-dX
2Xdt

or
2

[~u' {t)u'(t + T)dT

[ 9)
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[( lurbul e nce is considered homogeneous and s tati onary, then

;;•

Wlh ' l"t' R (1)

is

2

R (T)
u

u' (t)u' (t + T)

lhl· nonu;!l i zl' d . llltO C"O rrt'lntlon cn erfl t• i f' llt.

lnll'gr:lt fn g

"
[ 9 1, thcu :

X is now the deviation of the pa rticle at time T.
From the above it is deduced that fo r small time T, where
R (T)
u

~

l, then

x2 = ;;• 2r 2 ;

for large time

2
x2 = 2 t ItR
(T)dT);;• r
0 u

where JtR (T)dT is the time scale constant.

Pasquill shows that

0 u

Kx' eddy diffusivity, is related to particle displacement by Kx
and as K tends to a c onstant,

K

flO]

X

The full spectrum of turbulent velocity can be generalized to
R ( T)
u

where

J0

R (T)dT
u

is the Lagrangian time scale.
From the above, it can be seen that a plot of the natural log of
the autocorrelation function versus lag (time) yields the time constant
as its slope,
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ln R

(T)

- -u- -

-E

[11]

u

and that the component eddy diffusivity can be determined from [10] by

K

X

- 2
u' /E

[12]

u

Cross Spectrum Analysis
While considerable information can be obtained from the analysis of
autocovariance where frequencies are considered as treatments (spectral
analysis), cross-spectrum analysis also contains useful information about
the time series .

Cross-spectrum analysis is handled exactly as spectrum

analysis with the exception that cross-covariances of time series are
used rather than autocovariances.

The cross-spectrum consists of two

components, the co-spectrum and the quadrature spectrum.

The co-spectrum

is the real and quadrature the imaginary parts of the cross-spectrum.
The co-spectrum measures the contribution of oscillations of different
frequencies to the total cross-covariance at lag zero between two time
series, u(t) and v(t) (Panofsky and Brier, 1963).

A plot of co-spectra

against frequency indicates the momentum transport of the component
velocities and the degree of anisotropy of the turbul ent field (Kao, 1968).
The ratio of the quadrature spectrum to the co-spectrum is a measure
of the phase relationship of the harmonics of u(t) and v(t).
1

¢(f)= Tan- [Q(f)/C(f)]

[13]
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Coher e nce measures the r e lationship between the va ri ances o f thP
c ross- s pec trum and i s a dimens ionless quantit y ,

Coh (f)

2

2

(Q (f) + C (f))/[P

The coherence can vary from 0 to 1.

SU

{f)P

SV

(f)]

[14]

This is analogous to the square of

a correlation coefficient, except that coherence is a function of frequency {Panofsky and Brier , 1963).
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TERRAIN
All balloons were flown in Cache Valley except those flown in
April 1972 which were launched just west of the Wellsville ridge near
the town of Deweyville, Utah.

As a result, all balloons traveled in the

vicinity of Cache Valley and were primarily affected by the terrain
upwind, the Wellsville Mountains.

Cache Valley, at Figure 2, is a

narrow, generally North-South oriented mountainous valley located in
northern Utah.
in Idaho.

It is approximately 75 km long with its northern extremity

The valley from ridge to ridge is about 25 km wide and the

floor is about 15 km wide with its base at 1 . 35 km MSL.

To the west, the

valley is bounded by the Wellsville Mountains which rise generally to
2. 4 km MSL with peaks as kigh as 2. 7 km MSL.

West of the Wellsville

ridge is the Bear River Valley whose base is 1 . 3 km MSL.

The Wellsville

Mountains are an especially precipitous ridge being only 8 km from
valley to valley while rising over l km in height above the valley.

On

the east, Cache Valley is bounded by the Bear River Range of the Wasatch
Mountains.

Here, again, the terrain rises sharply, over 2 . 7 km MSL in

10 km distance from the valley floor.

However, unlike the Wellsville

Mountains this terrain remains high eastward into the Wasatch Mountains
proper .

Cache Valley inclines gently upward to the north as the Bear

River flows into the valley from the north and exits to the west.
south end of the valley also drains into the Bear River.

The

On the north-

west rim of the valley, the Wellsville ridge terminates and the valley is
bounded by a low ridge of approximately 1 . 6 km MSL which then further
north rises to 2.2 km MSL with a major peak at 2 . 5 km MSL; this massif
is called the Clarkston Mountain.
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Figure 2 .

Cache Valley and vicinity .
1 km and ~0 . 25 in= 1 mi.

Scale is 1 : 250,000 where

~4

mm
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The fetch o f t he air flow to the west of the Hellsville Mountains
varies .

Southwest of the mountains the air flow is unobstructed for

ove r tOO km while

du~

wes t th e Promontory Mountains at 50 km and the

lllue Sp ring Iii ll s a t 35 km interrupt and perturb th e upper air flow.
Further to th e northwest, mountains rising to 2 . l km form a co ntinuous

north-south massif interrupted only by the narrow north-south valley of
the Malad River.

Finally almost due north is the Clarkston Mountains

which form the northern rim of Cache Valley and run north-northwest
presenting a long massif to air flow from the north.

In all, Cache

Valley approximates an ideal mountain valley very closely, being
bounded on the west by a sharp narrow ridge which for all intents and
purposes can be considered as a ridge line of infinite length.
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DATA ANALYSIS
Collection
Supcrprcssurc balloons were flown predominantly during the fHll of
J972.

~1ile

two preliminary [Jlghts were accomplished in March and

April 1972, eleven events were completed from September through November
1972.

Of these events, however, only eight yielded sufficient data for

complete calculations (circulation and diffusion).

The most frequent

problem encountered causing the collection of insufficient data was
termination of visual contact usually by clouds.
The requirements for visual contact with the balloons therefore
place d a significant bias on the data to follow.
during the day, and in mostly clear weather.

Balloons were flown

Furthermore, as a rule,

balloons were flown during midday adding an additional bias to the data.
This was done because it is during this time that the atmosphere is
relatively unchanging and stationarity of its major characteristics is
approximated.
To make the diffusion calculations meaningful to cloud seeding
requirements, events were usually attempted just prior to the arrival of
storms.

However, such periods consist of increasing instability and

cloud formation which made observations difficult and in some cases
impossible.
The dilemma is one where the best data for computing dispersion for
cloud seeding experiments could not be collected because the event to be
studied obscured the collection of data.

This restriction applied only

25
to clo ud seedi ng as t he diffusion information obtained has many o th er
uses s uc h as removal o f pollutants from the valley.
ln s uc ceedin g paragrnpl1s, four case studies of selected events

descr ibin g the mai n clla ra c t c ri st ics of ci rcul ation and diffusion are

presented.

The launch si t es (or these events are not ed on Figure 2 .

Information de rived f r om all flights will then be included in the
final sections concerning ci rculation and diffusion, respective ly.

Case I
Three superpressure balloons were flown sequentially over Cache
Valley from the west bench, just south of the village of Mendon on
September 15, 1972 (Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows the trajectories of

these three balloons where the x-axis is the downwind distance oriented
west to east .

This orientation is approximately pe rpendicular to the

Wellsville ridge.

Figure 4 represents the horizontal projec tion of

the flights where grid north is in the positive y direction.

These

plots and all others presented in this study represent equal flight
periods where positions were computed every 20 seconds and smoothed for
proj ectio n.

All computations were made on essentially unsmoothed data.

The trajectories start at the separation point where the superpressure
pillow shaped balloon was released from the tow balloon.

As is noted in

Figure 3 and will be seen in subsequent events, the fuzing method used was
highly reliable.
flight.

On ce perfected, the system operated on time on every

Cherry (1971) des cribes the system used here as unsatisfa ctory;

the perfect record attained in this study, howeve r, suggests otherwise.
Balloons were flown during the period 1100 hours to 1500 hours MDT
under clear skies with light and variable surface winds.

The synoptic
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situation for the period is depicted by the 700 mb analysis for 1200 Z,
Septemb e r 15, 1972 a t Figure 5, and by atmospheric soundings bracketing
the eve nt at Figure 6 which were taken at Salt Lake City, 100 km to the
so u.th of Cache Valley.

A stationary low aloft was situated off the

Southern California coast while flow was weak and generally northwesterly
over the Intermountain region.

The 500 mb analysis for the peri od

reflected the offshore low and weak pressure fields over Utah.

The 500

mb winds veered from 260° t o 270° during the 12-hour period bracketing
this event.

With Utah located in the col or null point of the upper air

trough, the surface chart showed persistent high pressure over the r egion.
While the lower atmosphere was conditionally unstable, no clouds were
observed during the event period.
In order to firs t establish if stationarity of major atmospheric
chara c t eris tics existed as required by the statistical approach to
diffusion calc ulation, three constant volume balloons were flown on this
day over a period of approximately 4 hours.

The computation of eddy

diffusivi t y coefficients and the validity of utilizing these coefficients
to represent turbulent diffusion for a given time period r equi re that the
broad features of the airflow be unchanging with time over the period in
question.

While it is necessary to establish that a temporary state of

stationarity exists, it is also useful to know how long such a state
might be maintained.

Certainly visual inspection of existing conditions

would reveal when there was a gross change in a tmosph e ri c features
terminating stationarity but such on site observations would not necessarily indicate, however, if stationarity existed in the first place.
Temporary stationarity was assumed to exist during this event
since the autocorrelati on and power spectra of the component velocities
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1200 i!

FRI. 15 SEP 1972
700MB ANALYSIS

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

Figure 5.

700 mb analysis for 1200Z, 15 September 1972.
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300mb
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Figure 6.

-20°

100

Salt Lake City, Utah soundings for 1200Z, 15 September 1972
and OOOOZ, 16 September, 1972, plotted on a tephigram.
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show good

a~reement

from flig h t to flight.

This agreement is shown in

Figures 7 and 8 of the a utocorrelation and power spectra, respective l y,

of the ver tical relative velocity component between flight pairs.
Plots of the other component velocities, not s hown here, also exhibit
this similarity from flight to flight.

By virtue of the s imilarity of

these plots, stationarity was assumed to exist for the duration of the
three balloon runs.
The horizontal projection of the trajectories, Figure 4, shows
the flow to be almost westerly with some southerly component, perh aps
val ley flow, affecting constant volume balloon run

(CVI).

Winds at

ridge top, measured by pilot balloons, were 10 m/sec and the change of
wind speed through the layer was also 10 m/sec as the wind shadow of the
ridge kept the lower flow still.

From Figure 3 it is seen that after

release from the tow balloon all superpressure balloons flew just below
ridge top height.

All trajectories initially exhibited vertical motion

from equilibrium level for the first half of the flights.

This upward

drafting was also noted during the first portion of other superpressure
ba lloons flown from the west bench of the valley.

All three trajectories

here s how "billow" structure along the flow and CV II indicates a "breaking" billow about 3. 0 km downwind from launch site.

The amplitude of the

billows a ppears to be "-'150 meters while the wave len gth appears t o be
"-'1000 meters.

Unstable billows frequently form on the upper boundary of

lar ge r l ee waves in the presence of strong vertical sheer (Rei ter, 1969b).
The turbulent mixing following the breaking of waves causes mixing of
a tmospheric properties and modifies the vertical temperature structure.
It would follow then, that a sounding taken in such an atmosphere would
re f le ct an adiabatic mixed layer with a stable layer above.

The Salt
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Plot of autocorrelation Rv (T) of vertical relative velocity
versus time, labeled by balloon runs paired for relative
velocity computation.
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Lake sounding doesn't r ef l ect s uch a s trati fication but s ub sequent
sound ings taken in Cache Valley do show su ch a mixed layer· consistently
at ridge top height .

After th e appearance of the breaking wave in CV II,

t h at section of the traj ec tory of CV III app ears modified .

This apparent

modifi ca tion of ai r f low supports the view that breaking waves did mix
and modify the atmosphere.
Since spectral analysis of relative velocities of all combinations
of flight pairs on this day yielded similar results (stationarity), the
results of CV I versus CV III are presented here as representative of the
entire period.

Spectral density of the component relative veloci ties

plott ed against frequency are shown at Figure 9.

The greatest power of

variance is seen in the component along th e wind with smaller va lues for
th e cross wind and ve rtical components.

This is as expected but it does

serve to exemplify the anisotropy of turbulence and diffusion .
4
slope of these spectral curves is steep, close to k- .

The

Kao and Al-Gain

(1968) and Wooldridge and Reiter (1970) showed the slope of large scale
3
power spectra to be near k- .

The steeper slope here suggests even less

energy is contained in the higher frequencies of mesoscale flow.

The

spectra of the component along the wind peaks sharply while the cross
wind and vertical spectral peaks are more broad.

In all cases it is

cl ear that the greatest energy is located in lower wave numbers indicating
it is by far the larger not smaller eddies whi ch account fo r turbulent
diffusion .
Spectral peaks and periods for the relative velo c ities are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1.

Spect r al peaks and associated periods of spectral density
plots for CV I vs CV Ill , 15 Sept ember 1972
Along wind

Cross wind

Vertical

5.6

2.5

1.5

Period (sec)

175

85

100

If the mean wind speed, 7 m/sec, is applied over the period of
these eddies, the along wind wave length becomes

~ 1200

M.

Also if the

square root of the vertical eddy variance is considered to be half the
vertical velocity, then the vertical eddy wave length becomes 140
meters.

These estimates computed from spectral peaks compare favorably

with the estimates made by inspection of the trajectory plots.
In examining the coherence of the cross-spectra of the relative
velocities, no coherence is found in the along vs cross wihd and cross
wind vs vertical cross -spectra, but good coherence is achieved between
the along wind vs vertical velocities.

A coherence of 0.8 is found at a

period of 130 seconds where the cospectra is positive and in phase,
indicating that u'w' > 0 .
tilting wave.

Such ·a relationship indicates a forward

Here again spectral analysis confirms what the trajectory

plots indicated, demonstrating the strength of this analysis technique.
Eddy diffusivities were computed using [11] and [12] for each of the
flight pairs, those for CV I versus CV Ill are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2.

Eddy diffusivity calc ulation for
1972

CV

Along wind
Eddy velocity mean square,
2
2
-u' 2
(m /sec )
Time c onstant E

X

(sec

Eddy diff usivity,

K
X

-1

)
(cm 2 /se c-l)

I vs CV Ill , 15 Sept emb er

Cross wind

. 49

16.1

9

-2
1. 5xl0
7
lxl0

6xl0- 2
1x10

Vertical

6

5xl0- 2
5
lxl0

The mean eddy diffusivitie s for the three sets of flight pairs were
7
6
KX = lx10 , Ky = lxl0 , KZ = 2.5xlo 5 .

The gradient Richardson's number

for the event period computed by bracketing the mean flight altitude by

± 500 meters was Ri = 0.5.
Finally with regard to significance of the spectral peaks, confi2
2
dence limits were computed for the sharp along wind peak of 5.6 m /sec
(Figur e 9).

The 90 percent confidence limit for this peak was 3. 7 < cr 2

< 9.3

Case II
Two superpressure and supporting pilot balloons were flown on
22 September 1972.

Figure 10 shows the horizontal projection of the

trajectories as in Case I, and Figure 11 describes the vertical, downwind air flow projection.

Weather at the launch site was clear with

some high cirrus c louds overhead.

Surface winds were initially light

and variable, later in the event period they turned southerly as the sky
became overcast.

Lenticular clouds appeared in the southern end of the

valley with the change in surface winds.

The wave length of these

lenticular clouds was visually estimated to be 5 km.
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Balloons were flown during the period 1030-1445 MDT.

The synopti c

s ituation as portrayed by the 700 mb analysis is shown in Figure 12 and
Figu r e 13 for the time period bracketing the event.
the Salt Lake City soundings for the period .

Figure 14 shm•s

The 700 mb analysis shows

the wind backing and increasing slightly over Sa lt Lake City as a trough
a pproac hed from the west.

The 500 mb analysis r ef l ects the approaching

upper air trough with wind speeds about 40 knots over the Intermountain
region.

The surface charts for the period showed a surface front

impinging on the northwestern corner of Utah .

The soundings show

decreasing stability in the lower atmosphere for the period with the
upper air again conditi onally unstable up to 550 mb.

Winds at ridge

top, as measured by pilot balloons flown from the launch site, were 7.5
m/se c .
The balloons were flown from about mid-valley approximately 5 km
due west of Logan City (Figure 2).

The balloons were towed to equilib -

rium height and flew at a mean height of 2600 m MSL which again put them
at ridge top height of the up-wind Wellsville range.

By the direction

of the horizontal trajectories (Figure 10), it is seen that the balloons
followed closely the upper level gradient fl011.

The balloons separated

400 meters apart vertically {Figure 11) but soon reached equilibrium
level and followed the flow, which for the reasons stated in Case Ils
assumed to be stationary.

Both balloons experience vertical motion at

about 4 km downwind from separation.

This verti ca l mo tion appears to be

caused by wave motion the exact dimension of which cannot be clearly
determined since both flights experience a blocking of the flow further
downstream.

After the similar rise of both balloons, CV I shows the

same billow-like structure seen in Case I.

Here, the wave length of the
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1200l FRI. 22 SEP. 1972
700MB ANALYSIS
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

Figure 12.

700 mb analysis for 1200Z 22 September 1972.
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OOOOl

SAT 23 SEP 1972
700MB ANALYSIS

NAnONAL WEATHER SERVICE

Figure 13.

700 mb analysis for OOOOZ 23 September 1972 .
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Figure 14 .

Salt Lake City s r· mdings for 1200Z 22 Sept e mber 1972 and
OOOOZ 23 Sep tember 1972, plotted on a tephigram .
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billows , pp cn r s to be about 1-l. 5 km.
smooth through this same space.

CV II la t e r app ear s to be fai rly

The hypothesis c oncerning breakin g waves,

discussed in Case I, is further supported here.

CV II describes a wave

of a bout 7 km in length between 4 and 11 km downwind of launch.

Both

tra j e ct o ries, at the end of the flights, show a discontinuity in th e
flow by describing a vertical roll or rotor, 13 km from launch.

The

diameter of the rotor is 3 km and is apparently caused by upwind blockage of the flow by the eastern wall of the valley, the Bear River range
of the Wasatch Mountains.
In examining the spectral analysis of the relative velocities of
these runs, Figure 15, the along wind component has its major peak at a
period of 160 sec.
vertical plots.

This peak is also reflected in the cross wind and

Using the mean wind of 7.5 m/sec, this peak reflects a

wave length of about 1200 m.

Considering the along wind peak to be a

broad peak, the wave length of the along wind eddy becomes 900-1200 m,
which coincides with the visual observation of the billow structure on
the trajectory plots.

Again using the square root of the verti c al

vari a nce as half the verti cal velocity, the main peaks of the vertica l
plot yield amplitudes of 350 meters and of 200 meters.
Lower frequency oscillations associated with the rotor and perhaps
the wave are not seen by this analysis since the lag was only 10 percent .
For further definition 20 percent and 30 percent lags were computed to
illuminate the oscillations of larger periods.
analysis did yield a small peak at

~400

The 30 percent spectral

seconds which would correspond

to a wave length of 3000 m, but as will be seen later, significance of
such a peak is small.

In marginal cases, spectral peaks can only be

considered real and not a function of the analysis technique when they
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Plot of power spectral density versus frequency fo r componen t
relative velocities of CV balloon flights on 22 September 1972.
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are validated by visual inspection of trajectory plots or the l ike.
slope of the s p ect r al density curves (Figure 15) is steeper t han
not as steep as

4

k indicati ng

:1

k

3

The
but

fast er dumping of turbulent kinetic

energy lnto higher frequenci cs than was shown in Case l.

Th ls might

resul t from the repeated high freq uency oscillations s een in the end of
CV II and, ther e for e , b e indicative of the blocked flow .
Coherence of the cross-spectral analysis is strong only in the
along wind, vertical plane.
broad main peak .

A coherence of 0.85 was computed for the

This again indicates that when u' > o, w' > o and

the billows have a forward tilt which is supported by the trajectory
plots .
Eddy diffusivity computation for thes e flights are in Table 3.

Table 3.

Eddy diffusivity ca l culation for 22 September 1972

Eddy velocity mean square,
2
- 2
2
u ' ' (m /sec )
Time constant e:

X

(sec

Eddy diffusivity K

X

-1

)

Along wind

Cross wind

Verti cal

14 . 5

6.8

1.3

1.2xl0

2
(cm /sec)

lxl0

-2
7

-2
1.6xl0
4xl0

6

1.4xl0
9xl0

-2
5

The gradient Richardson's number for the flow at flight altitude based on
local wind analysis and the Salt Lake City sounding was 2.6.
Confidence limits for the main along the wind peak for both 10 percent and 30 percent lags illustrate the loss of significance with higher
lag spectral analysis .

The physical appearance of a phenomenon described

in the trajectories, rather than a spectral peak, however, is the real
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p r oo f of i t s presence.

The peak used for the confid ence limit comput a t i on

2
2
was the 5.5 m / s ec peak of the along wind curve.
Th e 90 percent confidence limits are as follows:
10 pe r cent lag:

J. 7 < o 2 < 9.1

JO percent lag:

2.8 < o

2

< 16.1

Case III
On November 7th, 1972, two CV constant volume and two pilot
balloons were launched from the same site us e d in Case I.
on this date,

ho~<ever,

The ba lloons

were not towed to equilibrium height but l a unched

with almost neutral buoyancy; just enough lift to get them off the base
line.

Figures 16 and 17 show the vertical, west-east projections and

horizontal projection of balloon trajectories, respectively.
were launched during the period 0930 and 1115 hours MST.

Balloons

Surface winds

at the launch sight were calm and the sky was completely overcast with
cloud height about 4250 MSL.

Scattered low level stratus were also

present as the pilot balloon launched at the end of the event was lost
in such a cloud at ridge top height.

The mean wind in the vicinity of

the balloon flights was nearly zero as can be seen from the trajectories.
The synoptic situation portrayed by the 700 mb analysis bracketing
this event period is shown at Figures 18 and 19.

The sounding at

Figure 20 was one of three local soundings obtained during an event day.
These soundings were launched from within the valley about J km due west
of the city of Logan (Figure 2).

As can be seen from the analysis, Utah

and the Intermountain west were in a southwesterly flow during the
period, in advance of a trough entering the west coast of the Unit ed
States.

During this period the trough weakene d with a slight lowering

CVI-

cv II--z

0

EAST ( K M ) - - - -

Figure 16.

East-west-vertical projection of CV balloon trajectories for 7 November 1972.
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Figure 18.

700 mb analysis for 1200Z 7 November 1972.
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Figure 19.

700 mb analysis for OOOOZ 8 November 1972.
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LOGAN, UT·

Figur e 20.

Cache Valley sounding 1100 hrs MST 7 Novembe r 1972 , plotted
on a tephi gr am .
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of pressure over Utah.

The 500 mb analysis also reflected the upper air

trough but without any loss of intensity; and lower pressures prevailed
over Ut ah.

The surface charts showed a weak surface low with attendant

front entering Utah.

The Cache Valley so unding revealed a nearly moist

lapse rate up to 600 mb with a very small super-adiabatic layer (A) just
below 700 mb.

This layer is hypothesized to be the mixed layer predicted

by the billow structure observed at ridge top level in both Case I and
Case II .
From Figure 16, it can be seen that strong vertical motions existed
in the immediate lee of the ridge.

The fact that the balloons were

launched with neutral buoyancy emphasizes these motions.

CV II describes

half of a clockwise roll, moves north, and then completes another clockwise roll.

The bal loo n did not intersect the mountain as s uggested by

Figure 16 but went behind the knoll shown.

CV II initially was caught

in a small eddy and then moved northward, up slope.

Since the sky was

completely overcast throughout this event, the motions observed can for
the most part be considered as dynamically induced; the winds at ridge
top on this day were 12.5 m/sec.

The lack of insolation discounts any

major diabatic influences with attendant slope valley effects.
Very similar trajectories were also observed during an event
conducted on 30 October 1972.

On this day, balloons were launched from

the same location, again without tow balloons and with very little lift.
While this was a clear day as opposed to 7 November, the recurrence of
the strong vertical motion in the lee supports the view that this motion
is dynamically induced with perhaps reinforcement from radiative effects.
Spectral analysis of relative velocities is shown in Figure 21.
Here the coordinate axis was oriented along and perpendicular to the
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Plot of power spectral density vers us frequency for component
relative velocities of C.V. balloon fligh ts on 7 November
19 72.
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ridge line.

This was done because of the proximity of the flights to

the mountain, the lack of any downwind trajectory and the fact that the
rid~e

top flow was from 215" making it close to perpendicular to the

ridgl ' .
.'1

~~

All

<"Oill(')tlll('Jll s

nf Llll' :;pectr:tl dcnsjty plot s slluw weak pcnks at

period of about 90 sec.

l.nng0r per I otis shnw rons idC>r;th I C' va r l.1n('e

would be expPcted, si nee the large roll seen in the traj cc t orics is

longer than the analysis can identify.

The 90 second period reflects

smaller eddies and since the analysis is in the Lagrangian frame i t is
difficult to identify them physically.

The cross wind variance is

noticably greater than the along wind showing greater lateral motion
here in the lee of the ridge .

The increased lateral turbulence was also

reflected in the data taken on 3 October.

The slope of these spectral

density curves is again steep showing quite clearly that the larger
eddies acc:ount for nlmost al 1 of the power <ond therefore the turbulent
ki net i<" Pnergy u f the flow.
Eddy diffusivity computations are shown in Table 4.

Table 4.

Eddy diffusivity calculation for 7 November 1972

Eddy velocity mean square
-u' 2 (m 2 /s ec 2
)
Time constant e:

X

(sec

Eddy diffusivity K

X

-1

)

2
(cm /sec)

Along wind

Cross wind

22 . 1

75.1

2.2x10
lxl0

2

2.lxl0

7

4xl0

Vertical

. 94
2

2.5xl0

7

4xl0

2
5
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In this case we see that the lateral diffusion is greater than th e along
wind as expected from the distribution of th e spectral density curvPs.
This s ugges t s that there is considerab l e lat eral or along ridge dis persion in the lee of thP ridge.

This was also tru e for the 3 Oct obe r event.

The Richardson number computed as before was 0 . 8.

However, the

horizontal wind was computed from the sounding taken at mid-valley r a ther
than from pilot balloons launched from the west bench of Cache Valley .
Case IV
Two superpressure and pilot balloons were flown from the west side
of the north end of th e valley on 30 Novemb e r 1972.

Figures 22 and 23

show the down wind vertical and horizontal trajectories, respectively.
The l a unch s ite was in the vall ey , 8. 5 km north of the village of
Mendon (Figure 2).

Balloons were flown during the period 0945-1230 MST.

Surface winds were calm and the sky was generally clear .

There were

some high cirris and intermittent lee wave clouds appeared over the
valley.

To the south, a large lee rotor was described by stratus clouds

forming over the Wellsville ridge.
by the 700 mb chart at Figure 24.

The synoptic situation is described
Flow during the period was almost

northerly at 330° and strong, between 25-35 knots.

During the period,

the trough over the mid U. S. deepened slightly bringing tighter pressure
contours over Utah and therefor e a stronger wind .

The flow was ridged

over a large high pressure off the northwestern U.S. coast.

The 500mb

analysis reflected the strong northerly flow whi ch increased eastward
over the mountains towards colder temperatures clearly describing thermal
winds as cold air spilled out of Central Canada.

The surface charts for

the period placed a high pressure center over Utah.

The sounding
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Downwind- ve r tical projection of CV balloon trajectories for 30 Novemb er 197 2 .
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Figure 24.

700 mb analysis for 1200Z 30 November 1972.
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(Figu r e 25) , taken in Cache Va lley, s howed very s table condit i ons ,
isothermal , up through the valley.

However at 690 mb , approximately

ridge lop hei g ht, a s mall adiabatic layer (A) was again observed; s uch
a Io ye r a lso appea r ed on 14 November 1972 at 730 mb.

In nll, three

soundings were launched in Cache Valley and each had a thin adiabatic
lay e r at about 700 mb.
Both superpressure balloons were flown at 2.35 m MSL and headed in
a northeaste rly direction.

Air flow at balloon he i ght was at 8 m/s ec

and the ± 500 meter change in wind speed about ba lloon height was
11m/sec.

The 700mb flow was at 15m/sec and came from 330°.

The

upper flow is furthe r described in Figure 23 by the horizontal trajectory of a pilot balloon released from the launch site.

Parenthetical

fig ur es along the pilot balloon trajectory represent MSL height.

Here

the pilot balloon initially followed the superpressure balloon path but
then at 2.8 km MSL veered sharply into the upper flow .
Throughout their flights the constant volume balloons appear to
follow a valley circulation even though they flew at 2 .35 km MSL which
was above the immediate upwind ridge of 1.6 km MSL.

However, 10 km

upwind to the northwest of this ridge line, Figure 2, the mountains
rise to 2 . 3 km MSL with a peak of 2.5 km at a distance of 20 km distance.
This 2.3 km ridge extends upstream over 50 km forming a substantial massif.

It is hypothesized that the superpressure balloons followed a valley

circulation even though they flew above the nearby ridge line because
the separation of flow between upper air and valley circulation was perturbed vertically by the upstream massif.

The possibility also exists

that the balloons follow an up-valley flow because of downstream blocking
similar to what was seen in Case II.

This is not believed to be true
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Figure 25.

Cache Valley sounding 0900 hrs MST 30 November 197 2 ,
plotted on a tephi gram .
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here because all other flights flown at or above ridge level have flown
approximately with the gradient wind.

It is only in this case and with

a pair of su perpressure balloons flown at nearly the same altitude on
28 November 1972 under almost identical synoptic conditions that the
balloon trajectories followed a flow different than the predominant
upper air flow.

Also this was the strongest upper flow measured in all

event s recorded during data acquisition for this study.

Finally lt was

only in these events that such a large massif was present upstream.
Therefore . it is rather conclusive that the separation of flow was perturbed vertically by the massif upstream and the balloons therefore flew
in the valley circulation.
There are other interesting facets about this event.

CV I is

blocked quite completely by the downstream obstruction of Little
Mountaln which raises to 1.7 km MSL and is only 3 km in depth.

The

second balloon, CV II, follows a more eastward path and completely
miSS<'S th<' deadened flow.

Roth balloons start rising at 2 km downwind

from launch forming a wave, which CV II completes, with a wave length
of

~4

km.

This wave, in the valley flow, is perpendicular to the high

speed upper flow and is not caused by Little Mountain which lies further
north, downstream .

The only terrain feature which could cause such a

perturbation appears to be the llear River whi ch lies directly below the
cr est of the wave.

The river is broad (1 km) at this point.

From the

soundlng (Fip,ure 25), the surface air temperature was almost freezing
(0.8°C).

Tf the water temperature (unknown), is above freezing by 1-2° C

then the valley wave might have been thermally induced.
this day was unfrozen and flowing freely.

The river on

63
Spectral density plots at Figure 26 show strong peaks in the along
and cross wind at a period of 100- 80 seconds.
8 m/sec. the main peak of the

01

Using the mean wind

Lon g wind spectra] curve equates to an

eddy with a dimension of 700 met ers.

The slope of the spectral density

4

curves is again steep, close to k- .
Eddy di ffusivity for this period is below in Tahle 5.

Table 5 .

Eddy diffusivity calculation for 30 November 1972

Eddy velocity mean square
2 2
2
cm /sec )

u'

Time constant

£

X

(sec
2

-1

)

Diffusivity Kx (cm /sec)

Along wind

Cross wind

19.0

9.5

2. 8xl0
7xl0

2
6

2.8xl0
3xl0

Vertical

3.8
2
6

10-l
4xl0

5

The Richardson number .for th e ± 500 meters about the mean flight altit ude
was 2.6.
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Plot of power spectral density versus f r equency for component
relative velocities of C. V. balloon flights on 30 November
1972 .
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RESUI.TS AND DTSCUSSTON

Ci.rcuJntion

A highly generalized view of the ci rcul ati on l.n the vicinity of
Cache Valley is at Figur e 27 .

The flow shown incorporates the cases

discussed here and other balloon flights conducted during the cour se of
this investigation.

The view in Figure 27 is west to east with north

oriented into the paper.
Upw lnd , to thE' west of the l<ellsville ridge the flow impinges on
the

mount~Jn

nnd srpnrntes .

Ove r the top, balJoons were ducted

a nnrrow layer and then r ose vertically until out of sight.

throu~h

Thls

ductlnF, was similar to the venturi effect obs e rved by Hoecke r and Angell
(1969).

Over the valley, at ridge top height, the flow was billowy with

sharp brPnk i ng wavt·s imposed on short lee waves.

All atmospheric

soundings flown in the valley revealed a mixed adiabatic layer at about
700 mb.

The occurrence of these two phenomena at approximately the same

height is strong evidence supporting the presence of a mixed layer at
approximately ridge top height ove r the valley.

Such a mixed layer

would separate the air flow over the valley into essentia lly upper air
and valley flow.
at a higher level.

In Case IV it was seen that thi s separation occurred
The separation of flow is apparently perturbed and

raised downwind from a large massif but the separation occurs approximately at ridge height downwind from a narrow ridge line such as the
Wellsville Mountains.
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th ~ 1t

There i.s a l so c>vidcncc

both

~ides

o f tlw V<l ll<'v.

On ril e

this mixed lny-.:-r is discontinuous a t
\~l'llsvill<•

>< idP nf Cach<' Valley <lhOV<'

lhl' western b e n c h, strong vertical molions in the Jcc of the ridge have
IH'f' n round.

A n1tor has been s ighted on sevC>ra l occas ·ions and in Case II

outlined by the path of a superpressure balloon,

That rotor appeared to

be standing 2 km off from the mountain and had a diameter of

'V ) , Q

km,

Vertical motion in the immediat e lee of the mountains have been suggested
for some time (Riehl, 1954).

The mixed layer also appears to be dis-

conti nuous on the downwind, eastern side of the valley where the flow
suddenly deadens.

Here a rotor is also formed as the flow is blocked by

the mountains to the east.
s imila r b l ocki ng

W<lS

This blocking was quite apparent here and

also observed in the valley flow of Case IV where

Little Mount ai n intervened.
The variance of perturbation velocities in the along wind and cross
wind direction is analogous to the kinetic energy of turbulent motion or
scale of turbulence contained in the longitutinal and transverse circulations.

From the case studies presented, it is seen that the along wind

flow generally contained twice as much turbulent energy as the cross
wind except in the immediate lee of the Wellsville ridge.
wind flow variance was three times that of the along wind .

Here, the cross
This was true

in Case TII presented here and in the data taken on 3 October 1972,

The

magnitude of this cross wind turbulence coupled with the strong vertical
motions observed recommends the west bench of the valley as an excellent
cloud seeding or waste burning si te with both good lateral and vertical
dispersion.

This recommendation is made without taking into conside rat ion

downslope winds which commence when the ridge shadows the west bench
slopes.

Before a cloud seeding site is chosen these slope winds must be
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taken int o account.

It should also be noted th a t the general pict ure

prcscntf'd here i.s dr.:nvn from
invc!-;L i ~.:lljon

plclc

Limited number of

.:1

e<lSC'S

nnd a more com-

ls required to ob tain a J<.> Lail t_•U repre sentation.

llif fusion

Eddy dif fusivlties we rt! computed from eight of the events conducted
during the project.

The results are plotted by component against the

ratio of balloon height above the valley to the ridge height above the
valley at Figures 28 and 29.

R

R, the ratio is defined as:

balloon height - valley height
ridge height - valley height

Figure 28 shows the ve rtical eddy diffusivity . against the balloon-ridge
ratio .

The points plott ed closely approximat e an exponential curve .

A s lop e o( + 0.33 was found to have a correlation coeff i cient of 0.88
for the plot of R versus the natural logarithm of K

2

•

Therefore, the

vertical eddy diffusivity can be related to ridge height by th e following
expression:

K

z

e

+3R

[15]

Such a relationship defines a vertical flux out of the valley.

This

relationship also appears to hold reasonably well when extended to the
macro-scale.

The three circled points, not considered in the computation,

are from Wooldridge's (1972) work in Camp Hale, Colorado.

There appears

to he a definite break in the curve above ridge top "here the ba lloonridge rat io is greater than 1.0.
slope is 0.3xl0-

6

These points form a straight line whos e

with a very high co rre lation of 0.98.

Considering then
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Figure 28.

Plot of ver tical eddy diffusivity, K versus the ratio of
balloon height above the valley to r'fdge height above the
valley. Circled pn lnts represent da t n from Wooldridge
(1972).
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two separate regimes of Kz' the below the ridge diffusivity appears
constant at ~2 x10

5

2
cm /sec while the above the ridge K

z

follows this

relationship:

ru; J
'l'la.! uJong, and cross wlnd diffusivlties, Kx and Ky ,

respective l y,

do not seem to be as related to the balloon-ridge ratio as strongly
(Figur e 29).

7
The K plots form a straight line with a slope of +0.5xl0 ,
X

however, the correlation is only 0.73.
decernable relationship at all .

The cross wind plot reveals no

Again, considering the eddy diffusivi-

ties as belonging to two separate regimes, the above ridge diffusivities
yield the fo llowing average values:

K

K

y

5xl0

6

z

lxl0

6

2
(cm /sec)

Below the ridge Kx and Ky vary over two orders of magnitude while as
stated, Kz is fairly constant.

Table 6 lists for comparison purposes,

mesoscale eddy diffusivities reported by other investigators .

These

values though computed for varylng locations support, at least by order
of magnit ude and proportion the diffusivities presented above.
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Table 6 .

Mesoscale eddy diffusivity determined by other investigators

K

K

X

5x i 0

y

7

7

(' ,,. Jo -5x lo r'l
(,

/ 1X )()

----------- - - -· -·.-:-- - - - - -Note;
Kao and Wendell (1968)
2

3

An!',Pll, Allen and Jessup (1971)
Wooldrid!',e (1972)

K

z
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SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A 1 irnited c lima t o logy nf mes oscale circulolion

tirs fnr Cnrhc VnliPy hns hrPn orcsentrd
From the :ma l ys i o..; of

fj

i~hls

r~·l:tt lvt•

itl

L~nd

eddy c.ILffus ivi-

thr pr crPPding sections.

vt• lo, · iti<' ~;

nf !;trprrp r 0ss tlft' h:1lln1 JT1

il is concl u<..lcU th.1L LL'mpornry s tatiunaril y tlucs cx.isL

mesoscale and may last on a time scale exceeding 4 hours.

in Lhc

Therefore,

diffusivity coefficients should be valid for such a period and could be
parameterized in modeling the atmosphere for periods of a few hours.
Evidence is sufficient to conclude that there is a persistent tur-

bulently mixed adiabatic layer over the valley at nearly ridge top
height.

This layer effectively separates the flow at ridge top into

upper a.l r and valley circulation.

The

sep;~ration

of flow appears to be

pc rt.urbNI vertically when the upwind flow is intC>rruptcd by n long
massif o1s opposed to n narrow r idgc

11n c.

The mixed layer is d i.scon-

tinuous. however, over the west e rn side of th C' v:tJl0 y in thC' immccl i ., t C'

lee of the ridge where s trong vertical motions were observed .
motion is primarily dynamically induced.

This

The lee of the ridge is also

the location of inc r eased lateral diffusion.
Finally, the ve rtical eddy diffusivity, Kz, was found to vary with
balloon-ridge ratio exponentially according to the relationship :
K

z "' e

+JR

A nl o l of the diffusivily along th e win d versus lhc rullo approximates a st r aight line but no

wind diffusion.

StJCh

relationship is inrlicatPd for cross
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APPENDIX A
Spectrnl Annlysis
Spectral analysis separates the total variance of a time series,
in this study relative velocity, into effects due to treatments
(frequency) as in a normal analysis of variance or covariance .
The autocovariance function is designated as
T2

Cov ( T)

f

u'(t)u'(t + T)dT

[ 17]

Tl

where Cov(O) = ~·

2

represents the total variance of the time series u(t),

and u ' (t) = u(t) -~(t) is the eddy or perturbation velocity.

Auto-

covariances in the time series a re computed up to a maximum time between
velocities, T, called a maximum lag, (m).

In general the maximum lag

should not exceed 10 percent of the time series record length.

While

such practice tends to group the effects of the lower frequencies
together and thereby reduce resolution, reasonable statistical stability
is obtained .

Maximum lag may be increased to 20 percent

of the record

to provide greater resolution of the lower frequencies but a loss in
significance of the spectral estimates is incurred.
The normalized autocorrelation function is defined as
R (T) =
u

Cov(T)/~' 2

[18]

Power spectra are determined by subjecting the autocovariance function
to a harmonic analysis.
transformation.

The analysis used here is the Fourier cosine
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Pasquill (1962), in describing Taylor ' s analysis, showed when the
total variance could be expressed as an integral of the Fourier coeffi-

- 2
u'

where

was denoted as

u' 2F(n)dn,

spectral density and

[F(n)dn = 1
0

the s pectrum .

Pasquill then showed that
R(T)

(F{n)Cos 2Trntdn

[19]

4 (R(T)Cos 2Trntdt

[ 20]

and
F{n)

Expressions [19] and [20] were also utilized by Kao and Wendell (1968),
Kao and Bulloch (1964) and Kao (1965) to compute normalized power spectra.
The method used in this study follows the Blackman and Tukey (1958)
procedures, which expressed in the expotential form are:
Cov(T) =

~:(f)exp{i2TTfT)df

[21]
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and
P(f) =

J~~ov(T)

[22)

exp(-i2nfT)dT

where P(f) ls the power specLral Jcn s lty or sometimes noted

3S

just

spect ra l density and is analop,ous to:
2
P(f) = ;;• F(n).
When expressed as even functions [21) and [22) above revert to the twosided Fourier cosine transform:
Cov(T)

f_~(f)Cos2nfTdf
c~ov(T)Cos2nfdT

P(f)

[2 3)

[24)

and when treated more simply as a mirror image, a one-sided cosine
transform

Cov(T) = 2 r:P(f)Cos2nfTdf

P(f)

=2

J:cov(T)Cos2nfTdT

[25)

[26]

These fi nal relationships simplify the expression of th e operation of
covolution between functions of lag or of frequency related by [19) and
[20) used by Kao and Pasquill above .

The spectral density is divided by

2rr to yield power estimates in terms of cycles per second rather than
radians per second.
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Autocovariances and therefore spe c tral densities are computed for
the specified number of lags up to the maximum lag .
lags are represented in frequency space from f

=

Estimates at these

0 to f

=

1/2 oscilla-

1 f
.
1ag, 1n
. steps o f Zm
.
t i on per tw1ce
t h e max1mum
requency units.

The

row spectral estimates at the specified lags or frequencies are then
subjected to a smoothing process.

The lag or frequency estimates, in

effect, a r e finite windows looking at the entire spectrum.

While these

spectral windows estimate the power density at the specific frequency,
no weight is given to points elsewhere on the curve .

For this reason

estimates in the spectral window are smoothed to allow power (variance)
from either side of the specified frequency to be included in the
individual spectral estimate.

The smoothing procedure use in this study

is called "Hanning" after Austrian meteorologist Julius Von Hahn
(Muller, 1966):

1) + P(f + 1)) + 0.5 (P(f))

p (f)

0.25 (P(f

p (0)

0. 5 (P(O) + P(l))

ps (m)

0.5 (P(m- 1) + P(m))

s
s

[ 27]

The plot of spectral density versus frequency yields power spectral
peaks which are the estimates of the contribution to the total variance
from the effects of certain frequency bands.

In considering a spectrum

of an observed short time series it is assumed that the spectrum is a
random sample of an infinitely long stationary time series.
spectral peaks yield estimates of actual energy peaks.

Therefore,

Since these

estimates are variances, confidence limits can be placed on them following
standard statistical methods (Dixon and Massey, 1969). The percentiles
2
5
of the sampling distribuiton of
are called the percentiles of the
2

2
a
~, chi s qua re over degrees of freedom distribution .

Using this
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distribution one can establish a percentile confidence interval based on
the sample spectral density peaks which estimate the true spectral peaks.

where

a:

= %.

Significance of the peaks can be tested by null hypothesis of some
smooth or known spectral peak.

The computations outlined above differ

from standard statistical procedures in the determination of the number
of degrees of freedom for the spectral estimates.

Muller (1969) describes

a common approximation for degrees of freedom computation for spec tral
estimates.

The number of degrees of freedom is given by,
df

where We is equivalent width.

2 We L,

The equivalent width for the spectral

window, Hanning, used in this study is We= 1.33/m.
these widths are halved.

At f = 0, m

Therefore, for a record length of 100 items

with a 10 percent lag; the number of degrees of freedom (df) would be 26.
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APPENDIX B
Explanation of Symbols
F

Flux

A

Aust ausch Coeffic ient

dS
dn

Gradi ent along normal

t' T

Time

X

Concentration parameter

u

Component velocity

u'

Component eddy velocity

- 2
u'

Mean s quare of component eddy velocity

R (T)
u

Component Lagrangian autocorrelation

£

Time constant

X
r

Posi ti on relative to mean lo ca tion

VA

Verticle angle

RA

Instrument reading at station A

Ri

Gradient Richardson's number

a

Potential temperature

u

Horizontal resultant wind speed

g

Acceleration of gravity

Cov(T)

Covariance of time lag

m

Maximum lag

I(n)

Coeff icient of Fourier series

P(f)

Power spectral density of frequency

/Jdf

Chi square over degrees of freedom
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Population variance
Sample variance

we

Equivalent band width
Length of time series
Particle location mean square
Component Lagrangian time scale

¢(f)

Phase angle

Coh (f)

Coherence function

Q(f)

Quadrature spectrum

C(f)

Co-spectrum

R

Ratio of balloon height above valley to
ridge height above valley
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